
Flip Your Client-Attraction Breakthrough Switch
 

1. What I want more than anything right now when it comes to client attraction is…

2. Am I willing to have a lot more clients and money without struggle?

3. If so, when? (Then skip to #8)

4. If I’m not willing to have more clients and money, what is my fear?

5. Am I willing to move forward, knowing I can change my fear into client flow?

6. If so, when? (Then skip to #8)



 
7. If I’m unwilling to transform my fear, I’m not ready to break through to more
clients and money. I’m making a decision to be okay with that choice until I’m ready
to choose something different.

8. On a scale of 1 – 10 (10 = 100% trust and 1 = major doubts), how fully do I believe
I’ll start to attract more clients now?

9. If you’re at a 10, right freaking on! What will keep you in this belief long term?
(Then skip to #11)

10. If you’re not at a 10, what would help you improve your belief level and keep you
there?

11. What does your future successful self want you to know is most important to
attract all the money and clients you want?



Remember, without consistently making a powerful decision to have all
the clients and money you want without struggling… it will never matter

how much action you take. Your decision to break through is more
important than ANY marketing or client-attraction strategy.

Your mindset is the only way to open the door to a flow of mega clients…
and keep it open without overworking.

Give up the grind and let the clients, money, and good times flow in…

Join Mo’Flow here.

(No soul-crushing strategies or formulas allowed!)

Mo’Flow is an unprecedented, ongoing experience for you to easily slip
into that flow state where the clients come easy, the money rolls in, and

everything you do pays off big.

http://www.moflowbiz.com/
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